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Background and Objective: Techniques that allow tar-
geted, micrometer-scale disruption in the depths of bio-
logical tissue, without affecting overlying structures or
causing significant collateral damage, could potentially
lead to new surgical procedures. We describe an optical
technique to make sub-surface incisions in in vivo rodent
brain and characterize the relationship between the cut
width and maximum depth of these optical transections
as a function of laser energy.
Materials and Methods: To produce cuts, high inten-
sity, femtosecond laser pulses were tightly focused into
and translated within the cortex, through a craniotomy,
in anesthetized rodents. Imaging of stained brain slices
was used to characterize cut width and maximum cutting
depth.
Results: Cut width decreased exponentially as a function
of depth and increased as the cube root of laser energy,
but showed about 50% variation at fixed depth and
laser energy. For example, at a laser energy of 13 mJ, cut
width decreased from 158 � 43.1 mm (mean � standard
deviation) to 56 � 33 mm over depths of approximately
200–800 mm, respectively. Maximal cut depth increased
logarithmically with laser energy, with cut depths of up
to 1 mm achieved with 13 mJ pulses. We further show-
cased this technique by selectively cutting sub-surface
cortical dendrites in a live, anesthetized transgenic
mouse.
Conclusions: Femtosecond laser pulses provide the nov-
el capacity for precise, sub-surface, cellular-scale cuts for
surgical applications in optically scattering tissues. Lasers
Surg. Med. 43:382–391, 2011. � 2011 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

Tools that enable the disruption of targeted structures
in the bulk of a biological tissue without affecting the
overlying structures or causing collateral damage outside
the targeted volume could open the door to new surgical
procedures. Radio-frequency and ultrasound ablation

enable sub-surface incisions, but have a spatial precision
of centimeters to millimeters, respectively [1,2]. Mechan-
ical tools, such as scalpels, can achieve higher cutting pre-
cision, but incisions must start at a tissue surface. What
is lacking is a technique that provides spatial precision
comparable to or better than a mechanical scalpel, with
the ability to disrupt sub-surface structures and preserve
the overlying tissue.
Nonlinear optical absorption can enable fine-scale, sub-

surface disruption in biological tissue. In most biological
samples, linear absorption of near-infrared light is weak,
so this light can penetrate deeply into the tissue. Focusing
femtosecond-duration pulses of near-infared light at high
numerical aperture into the bulk of the tissue produces
high intensities that can drive nonlinear absorption of the
laser energy in the focal volume. Multiphoton and tunnel-
ing ionization produce initial ionized electrons which then
linearly absorb laser energy and impact ionize other elec-
trons, a process called avalanche ionization [3]. When
using lower energy pulses from high-repetition rate laser
sources in the MHz range, tissue damage from this non-
linear absorption is likely dominated by cumulative pho-
tochemical damage [4] and heat accumulation [5]. In
contrast, when using higher energy pulses from lower
repetition rate laser sources of around 1 kHz, damage is
largely driven by vaporization of tissue components in the
focal volume and subsequent mechanical effects such
as cavitation [4,6]. In this regime, sufficient ionization
occurs to cause optical breakdown and plasma formation,
vaporizing material in the focal volume. The subsequent
expansion of the vaporized material leads to the formation
of a cavitation bubble and the launch of a propagating
pressure wave [4,7]. The maximal expansion of this
cavitation bubble determines the volume of tissue that is
disrupted. In both of these regimes, because nonlinear
absorption of the laser energy is localized within the
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focal volume, tissue disruption can be confined to
micrometer-sized volumes, while leaving the surrounding
tissue intact.
Several studies have used femtosecond laser ablation to

disrupt biological structures in a variety of in vitro prep-
arations and in vivo animal experiments, as well as in
humans. Single chromosomes in human cells have been
dissected, providing a technique for noninvasive gene
inactivation [8] and single cell and sub-cellular disrup-
tions permitted studies that elucidated the functional
neural architecture [9] and mechanisms of neural regen-
eration [10] in C. elegans. Ablation of single cells in droso-
phila embryos was used to study the role of mechanical
forces in development [11], while targeting of sub-cellular
structures, such as cytoskeletal filaments, in live cells
provided insight into the regulation of mechanical stiff-
ness [12,13]. Additionally, femtosecond laser pulses have
been used to selectively perforate cellular membranes for
DNA transfection [14,15]. Femtosecond lasers are now
also routinely used to produce sub-surface cuts in cornea
as a means to produce the ‘‘flap’’ necessary for laser-
assisted in situ keratomileusis for vision correction
surgery [16]. In all these examples, the samples are
almost completely transparent and have little to no opti-
cal scattering, making the delivery of focused femtosecond
pulses to sub-surface regions relatively straightforward.
As long as there is not strong linear absorption of the
light, however, this approach to producing sub-surface
disruption should also be feasible in scattering tissues.
Scattered light cannot contribute to nonlinear absorption
and has minimal effects on the tissue, so the laser energy
incident on the sample can be increased to compensate for
scattering losses and deliver the necessary energy to the
focus to cause optical breakdown in the depth of the tis-
sue. For example, previous work has shown that it is
possible to produce sub-surface ablation in keratinized
corneal and scleral tissue, where the tissue is optically
scattering [17]. Additionally, rodent models of small
stroke have been developed using femtosecond laser abla-
tion to trigger clotting in individually targeted, cortical
blood vessels that are located several hundred
micrometers in the depth of scattering brain tissue [18].
In other work, individual dendrites were cut from pyrami-
dal neurons in live mouse brain, illustrating the precision
possible with femtosecond laser ablation, even in scatter-
ing tissue [19].
Here, we used tightly-focused femtosecond pulses as a

light scalpel to make sub-surface incisions in in vivo
rodent brain, a scattering biological tissue. We demon-
strated our ability to produce sub-surface cuts by ablating
the cortex in the rostral-caudal direction. We then pro-
duced vertical cuts to determine cut width and maximum
achievable ablation depth as a function of laser energy.
We used these results to construct a phenomenological
model that predicts the laser energy that should be
chosen to achieve a given cut size at a given cortical
depth. Overall, we describe a technique that allows abla-
tion of biological structures that lie below the surface of a
scattering tissue with cell-level precision.

METHODS

Animal Preparation

Data was acquired from seven male Sprague-Dawley
rats (275–350 g). Two rats were used to produce sub-sur-
face, horizontal ablations at constant depths with fixed
laser energy (Fig. 2). The remaining rats were used to
study depth-dependent cut width and maximum ablation
depth as a function of laser energy (Figs. 3 and 4). Briefly,
animals were anesthetized by interperitoneal injection of
urethane (150 mg/100 g rat). Animals were further
supplemented with subcutaneous injections of 5% (wt/vol)
glucose in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) every hour
(0.5 ml per 100 g rat). Body temperature was maintained
at 378C with a rectal thermometer and heating blanket
(50-7053; Harvard Apparatus). Heart rate and arterial
blood oxygen saturation were continuously monitored
using a pulse oxymeter (MouseOx; Starr Life Sciences
Corp.). A 3 � 4 mm craniotomy was prepared over the
parietal cortex and the dura was removed. The craniot-
omy was filled with 1.5% (wt/vol) low-melting tempera-
ture agarose (A9793; Sigma) in artificial cerebral spinal
fluid and sealed with a glass coverslip (50201; World
Precision Instruments) that was fixed to the skull using
cyanoacrylate glue and dental cement (Lang Dental Mfg
Co. & Co-Oral-Ite Dental Mfg Co.). To fluorescently label
the blood plasma, a 0.4 ml bolus of 5% (wt/vol) 2 MDa
fluorescein-conjugated dextran (FD2000S; Sigma) in
PBS was intravenously injected into the tail vein. All
animal procedures were reviewed and approved by the

Fig. 1. Optical setup for in vivo imaging and ablation. Fol-

lowing the craniotomy, the animal was placed on a transla-

tional stage that allowed for navigation of the cranial

window. Two-photon images were obtained by raster scan-

ning the window with a high-repetition rate, femtosecond

pulse train and collecting the two-photon excited fluorescence

with a photomultiplier tube (PMT). Femtosecond laser pulses

from a regenerative amplifier used for ablation were com-

bined with the imaging beam using a polarizing beamsplitter

to allow for simultaneous imaging and ablation.
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Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at Cornell
University.

Two-Photon Excited Fluorescence Microscopy

Images were obtained with a custom two-photon laser-
scanning microscope that was designed to include an
amplified laser beam to produce sub-surface ablations
(Fig. 1). Low-energy, 800 nm wavelength, 76 MHz femto-
second laser pulse train generated from a commercial
Ti:Sapphire laser (Mira-HP; Coherent), pumped by a con-
tinuous wave laser (Verdi-V18; Coherent Inc.), was used

for two-photon excited fluorescence (2PEF) microscopy. A
0.28 numerical aperture (NA), 4� air objective (Olympus)
was used to obtain a map of the surface vasculature
across the entire craniotomy (Fig. 3b). A 0.95 NA, 20�
water immersion objective (Olympus) was used for high
resolution imaging (Fig. 2b and Fig. 5) and producing sub-
surface cuts.

Femtosecond Laser Sub-Surface Ablation

For sub-surface ablation, we used high-energy, 800 nm
wavelength, 1 kHz repetition rate train of 50 femtoseconds

Fig. 2. Sub-surface cuts in rat cortex in vivo and in H&E and

DAB stained brain slices. (a) Subsurface cuts were produced

by tightly focusing high-energy, femtosecond laser pulses

into the cortex of a live, anesthetized rat, through a craniot-

omy and translating the rat in the horizontal direction at a

constant depth. (b) Average projections of two-photon image

stacks of fluorescently labeled cortical vasculature at baseline

(top) and after laser cut (bottom). Corner schematics indicate

direction and volume of projections. The cut was produced

with 4.5 mJ laser pulse energy, focused to a depth of approxi-

mately 350 mm. Centered around the cut is an approximately

75 mm band of labeled blood plasma from capillaries ruptured

during the cutting (middle, bottom). The post-cut images

were acquired approximately five minutes after the cut was

produced. (c) H&E and DAB (for red blood cells) stained

20 mm thick coronal brain slice with sub-surface ablations.

Three cuts, produced approximately 300 mm below the sur-

face of the brain with 0.5 mJ laser energy, serve as markers

to identify a single cut made at approximately 700 mm below

the brain surface with 3 mJ laser energy. (d) Higher magnifi-

cation view of the deeper cut from panel (c) (boxed).
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pulses produced by a commercial regenerative amplifier
(Legend 1k USP; Coherent) pumped by a Q-switched
laser (Evolution 15; Coherent) and seeded by a Ti:Sap-
phire oscillator (Chinhook Ti:Sapphire laser; Kapteyn-
Murnane Laboratories Inc., pumped by Verdi-V6; Coher-
ent Inc.). To produce sub-surface ablation, the amplified
pulse train was combined with the imaging laser through
the use of a polarizing beamsplitter and was tightly
focused into the cortex with a 0.95 NA objective. This
allowed for simultaneous, real-time imaging and ablation
(Fig. 1). To make cuts, the animal was translated at
50 mm/second either horizontally or vertically relative to
the cortex surface, depending on the study, while continu-
ously irradiating with the 1 kHz pulse train. At this
translation speed, approximately 20 pulses are deposited
in each volume along the cut. For horizontal cuts, trans-
lation occurred at constant depth (Fig. 2a). For vertical
cuts (Fig. 3a), laser light was focused more than 1 mm
into the cortex, and the animal was vertically translated
until the focus neared the surface of the brain. For verti-
cal cuts, about 15–20 cuts were placed in each animal in
an irregular grid that avoided large blood vessels using
laser energies of 0.3, 5, and 13 mJ (Fig. 3b). At the two
higher energies, irradiation was halted about 200 mm

below the brain surface to prevent rupturing of large sur-
face vessels.

Post-Mortem Histology

At the conclusion of each experiment, animals were
euthanized and were perfused with 100 ml PBS followed
by 100 ml 4% (wt/vol) paraformaldehyde in PBS. Brains
were extracted and post-fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for
at least 24 hours. Brains were then cryoprotected using
25% (wt/vol) sucrose in PBS followed by 50% sucrose in
PBS [20]. Prior to cryosectioning, fiducial marks were
placed at the edges of the cranial window to help map and
locate cuts. The brain was then embedded in a cryomold
with Optimal Cutting Temperature Compound (O.C.T.
Compound, Tissue-Tek), frozen in dry ice, and cut into
20-mm thick coronal sections on a cryostat (HM 505 E,
Microm). Slices were stained with 3,30-diaminobenzidine
(DAB) to detect red blood cells as well as hematoxylin and
eosin (H&E) to view tissue structure.

Vertical Cut Measurement and Data Analysis

Slides were imaged and examined using an upright
microscope (BX41 with DP70 camera; Olympus). Coronal

Fig. 3. Vertical cuts are identified in serial brain slices

stained with H&E and DAB. (a) Schematic of vertical sub-

surface ablation. High intensity, femtosecond laser pulses

were tightly focused into the brain through a craniotomy,

and cuts were made by vertically translating the animal,

starting deep within the cortex. (b) In vivo two-photon image

of fluorescently labeled surface vasculature. Yellow dots

represent locations where sub-surface cuts were produced.

Red lines correspond to histological brain slices in (c). The

brain was sliced at a tilt due to the angled mounting of the

brain on the cryostat. R: rostral, C: caudal, M: medial, L: lat-

eral. (c) Serial images of every fourth 20 mm thick brain slice

stained with H&E and DAB. Cuts labeled one, two, and three

correspond to labeled cut locations in (b). Slices one through

three reveal the beginning, middle, and end cross-section

views of the damage caused by cuts one and two. Slice three

shows a beginning cross-section view of cut three, with a

middle cross-section view in slice four.
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sections gave cross-sectional views of cone-shaped, red
blood cell-filled cuts. The fiduciary marks and the in vivo
two photon images were used as guides to help identify
specific laser cuts observed in serial brain slices
(Fig. 3b and c). For each tissue section that contained a
specific cut the width was measured as a function of
depth, and this was repeated for every cut. At each depth
beneath the cortical surface, the largest width for each
specific cut found across all sections that included that
cut was used for data analysis. This ensured that the
width of the cut was measured at the widest point at
each depth. At higher laser energies, cut widths were
measured in 100 mm depth increments. Additionally, the
maximum cut depth was recorded for each cut. Cut width
as a function of depth for each laser energy and the maxi-
mum cut depth as a function of laser energy were fitted to

quantify trends. For statistical analysis, means were
calculated for each binned group as well a 95% confidence
interval (CI) about the mean.

Dissection of Neuronal Dendrites in a Transgenic
Mouse

We used a 31 g, male, transgenic mouse that expressed
yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) in a subset of pyramidal
neurons (C57B/6-thy1-YFPH, Jackson Labs) [21] to evalu-
ate structural changes following transections of neural
processes using femtosecond laser ablation. The dendritic
projections of excitatory pyramidal neurons are imaged
in the supragranular layers of the cortex in this mouse
line (Fig. 5a). Surgical methods were similar to those
described above, with slight modifications. The mouse
was anesthetized with 5% inhaled isofluorane, and

Fig. 4. Dependence of cut width on depth in cortex and laser

energy, and dependence of maximum ablation depth on laser

energy. Cut width decreases exponentially with depth

beneath the cortical surface at laser energies of (a) 0.3, (b) 5

and (c) 13 mJ, with fits to Equation (1) (68 cuts across 5 rats).

(d) The prefactor in the exponential fits is proportional to

cube root of the laser energy (Eq. (2)). (e) Maximum cut depth

increases logarithmically with laser energy (Eq. (3)). Within

all plots, gray boxes represent 95% confidence intervals about

the mean, indicated by the horizontal black line. Black trend

lines are respective fits for each data set.
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maintained at approximately 1.25%. We performed a
bilateral craniotomy that was sealed with a glass cover-
slip, leaving the dura intact. To visualize the vasculature,
we performed a retro-orbital injection of �0.4 ml of 2.5%
(wt/vol) Texas Red-conjugated dextran (D-1830; Invitro-
gen) in saline. A 1 mm long medial-lateral cut was pro-
duced at a depth of 70 mm with an incident laser energy
of �0.2 mJ in parietal cortex (Fig. 5).

RESULTS

We demonstrated the use of femtosecond laser ablation
to produce sub-surface cuts in the cortex of live, anesthe-
tized rodents. 2PEF microscopy was used to monitor cut-
ting in real-time in vivo. The cuts were quantified
through histological analyses of brain slices. Cut width
and maximum achievable ablation depth were measured
as a function of laser energy.

Sub-Surface Ablation in Rat Cortex

Two-photon imaging was used to image before, during,
and after a sub-surface femtosecond laser cut was pro-
duced in the rostral-caudal direction through the cortex of
an anesthetized rat with a craniotomy (Fig. 2a). Projec-
tions of 2PEF image stacks showed that the surface vas-
culature (labeled with intravenously injected fluorescein-
dextran) was maintained after a horizontal laser cut
(Fig. 2b, left). The cut was apparent as a �75 mm wide

fluorescent band in the depth of the tissue, not seen in the
baseline image (Fig. 2b, middle). This band was due to
fluorescently labeled blood plasma that leaked from the
transiently ruptured capillaries that were located along
the path of the sub-surface cut. A y–z projection of the
vasculature showed that the cut was confined to a volume
below the surface of the brain, with the tissue above still
intact (Fig. 2b, right).

Histological studies confirmed our ability to produce
sub-surface cuts with micrometer precision in the rat cor-
tex. Red blood cells (stained by DAB) were evident in the
tissue, confirming that there was some bleeding into the
laser cut (Fig. 2c). The width of cuts depended on the laser
energy and depth below the cortical surface. In the
example of Fig. 2c, three cuts were made with a laser
energy of 0.5 mJ near the brain surface that served as
guides to help identify a deeper, smaller cortical cut
generated with an energy of 3 mJ. Although the laser
energy used for the deeper cut was higher compared to
the energy used for the shallower cuts, the cut size was
smaller due to exponential decay of laser energy as light
was focused deeper into the optically scattering brain tis-
sue. A higher magnification view of the 700 mm deep cut
showed a 25 mm cut size and an accumulation of red blood
cells in the ablated area (Fig. 2d). Because the capillary
density is high in the cortex, we found that laser cuts
always ruptured enough capillaries to fill the cylinder-

Fig. 5. Femtosecond laser ablation enables sub-surface dis-

section of neuronal dendrites in a live, anesthetized mouse.

Images were obtained from a transgenic mouse that

expressed YFP in pyramidal neurons and their dendritic

arbors (green). A retro-orbital injection of Texas red-dextran

was used to fluorescently label the vasculature (red). Base-

line images of dendrites (a and e) and merged images of both

dendrites and capillaries (b and f) located 20 mm below the

brain surface (a and b) and at the cutting depth of 70 mm (e

and f). A cut was produced with incident laser energy of

approximately 0.2 mJ that was translated through the cortex

at 50 mm/s. Dendrites and blood vessels above the cut (c and

d) remained unaffected while dendrites were cut and blood

vessels were ruptured at the cutting depth (g and h). Post-

cut images were acquired approximately five minutes after

the cut was produced.
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shaped ablated volume with red blood cells. Hematoxylin
and eosin staining was used to inspect the surrounding
tissue, which appeared intact with very little to no cellu-
lar pathology outside the deeper laser cut (Fig. 2d). The
larger, shallower cuts showed some hematoxylin destain-
ing in a band around the cut, suggesting cells around the
cut volume were damaged when a laser energy that was
high for the depth beneath the surface was used.

Depth Dependence of Cut Size and Maximum
Achievable Cutting Depth

To determine dependence of the cut width on cortical
depth and laser energy as well as the dependence of the
maximum ablation depth on laser energy, we produced
vertical cuts using different laser energies and analyzed
the size of the cuts as a function of depth with histology
(Fig. 3a). The location of individual cuts were noted on
2PEF images of the surface vasculature (Fig. 3b) and were
mapped to the damage tracts observed in H&E and DAB
stained coronal histological sections (Fig. 3c).

We found that for fixed laser energy, the cut width
increased as the laser focus was vertically translated from
deeper to shallower in the cortex (Fig. 4a–c). For each cut,
the width was measured as a function of depth, with the
cut width taken to be the maximum width across all serial
slices containing a given cut at a particular depth. We
found that for all energies, cut widths decreased exponen-
tially with increasing depths. For example, at laser
energy of 13 mJ, widths decreased from 158 � 43.1 mm
(mean � standard deviation) to 56 � 33 mm for depths of
200–800 mm, respectively. Averaging across all cuts, we
found about 50% variation in cut width at a fixed depth
and laser energy. Because the maximal extent of the tis-
sue disruption should depend on the maximal size the
laser-produced cavitation bubble reaches, the volume of
the tissue disrupted should scale approximately linearly
with the laser energy deposited into the focal region by
nonlinear absorption [4]. For pulse energies above the
breakdown threshold, the fraction of the pulse energy
that is deposited by nonlinear absorption increases slowly
with pulse energy [3]. Thus the width of the laser cut
should scale as the cube root of the laser energy that
reaches the focus unscattered, which is an exponential
function of depth beneath the cortical surface. We thus fit
the measured cut width, w, as a function of depth, d, for
multiple cuts at each laser energy to

w ¼ C exp
�d

3ls

� �
(1)

where C is a pre-factor that depends on hydrostatic and
vapor pressures and on laser energy, as described by
Vogel et al. [22] (Fig. 4a–c). The scattering length, ls, in
brain for 800 nm light was taken to be 175 mm [23]. These
exponential fits generated pre-factor values of approxi-
mately 61, 167, and 235 mm for laser energies 0.3, 5.0,
and 13.0 mJ, respectively (Fig. 4d). The pre-factors scaled
as the cube root of laser energy, consist with the idea that
a roughly constant fraction of the laser pulse energy is

deposited into the sample by nonlinear absorption over
this range of laser energy. We find that

C ¼ 99mm=mJ1=3 E1=3 (2)

where E is the incident laser energy (Fig. 4d).
Equations (1) and (2) provide a quantitative formula to
predict cut width as a function of laser energy and depth
within cortex.
The maximum depth where laser damage was observed

was characterized for each cut (Fig. 4e). Ablation will
occur as long as the laser energy exceeds the threshold
energy for optical breakdown in brain, Eth, so the maxi-
mum achievable ablation depth, dmax, increases logar-
ithmically with laser energy as

dmax ¼ ls ln
E

Eth

� �
(3)

Fitting to our experimental data gave a threshold
energy of approximately 130 nJ, which corresponds to a
fluence of 90 J/cm2, assuming diffraction-limited focusing
(Fig. 4e). This likely significantly overestimates the
threshold fluence, as the focusing was unlikely to be dif-
fraction limited deep inside the heterogeneous, scattering
brain tissue.

Femtosecond Laser Cutting of Neuronal Dendrites

We produced sub-surface horizontal cuts in the brain of
a live, anesthetized mouse that expressed YFP in a subset
of pyramidal neurons and imaged the effect on cortical
dendrites using 2PEF microscopy. The cuts were placed
approximately 70 mm beneath the brain surface and
transected the dendritic projections of the pyramidal cells
(Fig. 5). Dendrites and blood vessels above the targeted
depth were unaffected (Fig. 5a–d), while cut dendrites
and bleeding from ruptured capillaries was observed in
the plane of the cut (Fig. 5e–h). Although the dendrites
and vessels above the cut are intact, leaked plasma
caused by the shallow cut was observed (Fig. 5d). Den-
drites immediately outside the ablated volume did not
show signs of degeneration or blebbing characteristic of
acute cellular injury (Fig. 5g).

DISCUSSION

We demonstrated the ability to produce localized,
micrometer-scale, sub-surface cuts in rodent cortex using
high-energy, tightly-focused, femtosecond laser pulses
(Figs. 2 and 5). We measured the cut width as a function
of depth in the tissue and the incident laser energy as well
as the maximum achievable cutting depth as a function of
energy (Fig. 3). We showed that the cut width decreases
exponentially with depth and increases as the cube root of
the laser energy, while the maximum achievable cut
depth increases logarithmically with laser energy (Fig. 4).
Overall, our results establish the capability of femtosec-
ond laser ablation to produce disruption beneath the sur-
face of optically scattering tissue. In addition our work
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provides a phenomenological guide to what laser energy
should be chosen to produce a cut of specified width at a
particular cortical depth (Eqs. (1) and (2)), and what abla-
tion depths can be achieved (Eq. (3)).
The width of the laser cuts varied by about 50% at fixed

laser energy and depth (Fig. 4a–c). Such variations were
likely due to heterogeneity in the vasculature on the sur-
face of the cortex through which the laser beam passed.
For example, a large vessel that partially obscures the
path of the focused laser beam will attenuate some of the
laser energy, due to light absorption and strong scattering
by red blood cells [24]. This will reduce the amount of
light that reaches the focus, thereby decreasing the size of
the cut that is produced.
The maximal achievable ablation depth is ultimately

limited by optical scattering. Linear absorption of the
laser light could also play a role, but the only significant
chromophore in the brain for 800 nm light is the hemo-
globin in the red blood cells. The vasculature occupies
about 6% of the cortical volume [25], yielding an absorp-
tion length of approximately 8 cm, assuming uniformly
distributed blood vessels, filled with 2 mM hemoglobin, in
tissue with the absorption of water [26,27]. This absorp-
tion length is significantly longer than the 175 mm scat-
tering length, so the effects of linear absorption can
effectively be ignored, except for the locally strong absorp-
tion (and scattering) from large surface blood vessels that
was noted above as a potential source of cut
heterogeneity.
As the focus penetrates deeper into the tissue the laser

power must be increased exponentially to compensate for
the scattering loss and maintain enough intensity at the
focus to cause optical breakdown. On the other hand, the
increase in intensity at depth compared to the surface due
to focusing is only a power law with focusing depth. Thus,
in order to maintain the same intensity at the laser focus
with increasing depth, there is an increase in the inten-
sity at the surface. Eventually, a depth is reached where
the intensity at the focus is less than the intensity at the
surface of the tissue. At this point, nonlinear absorption
will occur at the surface rather than at the focus, prohibit-
ing ablation in the depth. To ensure that ablation is occur-
ring at the focus, the probability of nonlinear absorption
at the focus, Pfocus, must be greater than the probability of
absorption at the surface, Psurface, giving the condition

Pfocus

Psurface
¼ INfocusVfocus

INsurfaceVsurface

 !
� 1 (4)

where I is the laser intensity, V is the volume, and N is
the number of photons which must be simultaneously
absorbed to ionize an electron. We approximate the focal
volume as a cylinder with diffraction-limited dimensions.
Following the analysis of Theer et al., we take the volume
for nonlinear absorption at the surface to be a product of
the beam cross-section at the surface (Asurface ¼ pz2(NA)2/
n2) and the scattering length, as the probability of out-of-
focus nonlinear absorption will drop dramatically with

increasing depth below the surface due to light scattering
[28]. This yields

Pfocus

Psurface
¼ 2NA2z

n2l

 !2N�2
2pn2l

NA2ls

� �
e
�Nz
ls (5)

where NA is the numerical aperture of the objective lens,
z is the depth of the laser focus beneath the cortical sur-
face, and l is the wavelength of the light. Breakdown
thresholds of biological specimens have been shown to be
similar to water [29]. Therefore, we assume that for opti-
cal breakdown to occur, the nonlinear absorption of
photons must overcome the 6.5 eV bandgap of water. At
800 nm, with a photon energy of 1.56 eV, at least N ¼ 5
photons must be simultaneously absorbed in order to
overcome the energy bandgap. We assume that these
initial seed electrons, generated by multiphoton absorp-
tion, can then facilitate avalanche ionization that leads to
optical breakdown and damage [4]. In our case, we use an
objective lens with an NA of 0.95, an index of refraction of
1.33, an 800 nm wavelength, and a scattering length of
175 mm, which gives a maximum ablation depth of
2.1 mm. In our experimental work, we achieved a maxi-
mum ablation depth of about 1 mm beneath the cortical
surface using 13 mJ laser pulse energy (Fig. 4e), and thus
did not reach this fundamental limit, but were rather lim-
ited by the maximum laser energy we used (and the 2 mm
working distance of the objective). We did not observe
ablation at the sample surface even with the highest
energy, supporting the idea that deeper ablation could be
achieved with higher laser energy. Using longer laser
wavelengths could likely extend the maximum ablation
depth even further. At 1300 nm wavelength, the scatter-
ing length is longer by about a factor of two in brain [30],
but water absorption has not yet become significant.
Using this wavelength would increase the maximum
achievable ablation depth predicted by Equations (4)
and (5) to 4.8 mm, assumingN ¼ 7. This analysis neglects
the role of tunneling ionization in producing the initial
electrons that seed avalanche ionization and treats the
initial electron generation as a pure multiphoton absorp-
tion process [3]. For the high-order multiphoton ionization
considered here, this assumption likely underestimates
the nonlinear ionization rate and, therefore, somewhat
overestimates the maximal possible ablation depth.

In the sub-surface incisions we produced, capillaries
were ruptured, pushing red blood cells and plasma into
the brain tissue (Figs. 2 and 5). This bleeding could trig-
ger inflammatory responses and previous work has
suggested that blood products can be epileptogenic [31].
The rupturing of capillaries could be avoided by turning
off the cutting laser with a mechanical shutter when the
laser focus reaches a vessel. This could be achieved, for
example, by detecting 2PEF of intravenously injected
fluorescein-dextran generated by a lower intensity femto-
second laser focused just ahead of the cutting laser.

With the ability to produce minimal collateral damage,
femtosecond laser ablation is an ideal tool for fine-scale
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surgery. In addition to sub-surface tissue disruption in
non-scattering tissue for ophthalmic surgery [16], femto-
second ablation has also been investigated for surface
ablation of tissues, such as teeth and ear [32], showcasing
its potential in the clinical setting. We have demonstrated
the ability to cut sub-surface, cortical dendrites in opti-
cally-scattering brain tissue in live, anesthetized rodents
(Fig. 5). This capability may open the door for the use of
femtosecond laser ablation in the neurosurgical field. One
exciting opportunity is in the treatment of focal cortical
epilepsy, where this sub-surface laser ablation technique
provides a potential path to stop seizures from starting or
spreading without damaging the brain’s ability to process
information. Because seizures spread horizontally
through the brain, while much of normal information
processing is associated with vertical connections in the
brain, making cuts that encircle regions of the brain
where seizures start could prevent the seizure from reach-
ing other parts of the brain while minimally affecting the
connections more responsible for normal function. Indeed,
a mechanically-based implementation of this surgical
therapy, called multiple subpial transactions, has been
used to treat human epilepsy. In this method, a small
hook wire is used to produce full cortical thickness cuts
with 5 mm spacing within the epileptic focus [33]. The
technique is crude and results have been mixed, in large
part due to extensive collateral damage [34,35]. Multiple
small optical transactions could be more effective. In
addition to blocking propagation of seizures, isolating
microcolumns of epileptic cortex could prevent the
coalescence of microseizures into a symptomatic seizure,
again with minimal damage to vertical cortical connec-
tions [36]. Because this optical ablation technique pro-
vides extremely high cutting precision, collateral effects
on surrounding tissue would be minimal, resulting in a
better preservation of normal function and leading to
improved patient outcomes as compared to current surgi-
cal approaches for epilepsy treatment.

Overall, our work utilizes nonlinear optical techniques
to produce micrometer-scale incisions in the cortex of live,
anesthetized rodents. While laser-based therapies in the
neurosurgical field have been attempted for decades [37],
the precision and sub-surface targeting achieved here
were not possible with previous approaches. Additionally,
our nonlinear techniques produce significantly less collat-
eral damage than previous techniques that relied on lin-
ear absorption. We recognize that not all neurosurgical
procedures will require such fine-scale tissue disruption,
but for surgical procedures that do require such high pre-
cision and sub-surface targeting, femtosecond laser abla-
tion provides an attractive approach.
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